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how to mount VSM 900
Turn-Signal Switch
1 . Insert screws into anchors.
2. Insert assembled anchor screws into slots in
switch. Do not tighten.
3. Bend strap end through and around clip.
Engage clip between anchor and switch
housing.
-4. Hold switch against st-ring column in desired
position and bend strap around column.
Scrape point from column under strop to make
ground contact.
5. Estimate strap length required and cut if
necessary. Insert unbent portion of strop
through other clip and assemble as in Step. 3.
6. Catch clip under anchor and tighten screws
equally until switch is clomped firmly to st-r
ing column.
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'When cover is removed, pull Spring Clip away from handle to disengage socket and
pilot bulb assembly from handle. Replace pilot bulb with 151 for 6 volt. 153 for 12 volt
or 1356 for 2-4 volt tervice. Re. engage pilot bulb assembly bock into handle. Do not try
to test pilot bulb until ofter switch is reonembled and grounded.
Replace flashe<s as follows: 6v, No. 181; for 12v.558; for 2-4v, 558v24.
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how to wire VSM 900, VSM 901,
VSM 910 Switch
Cut ond :.plice
wires os required

1. Mount switch on "Steering column os shown
above.
2. Remove flasher during wiring. Replace flasher
only otter wiring is completed and checked.
3. Wire as ir,dicoted in accompanying diagram.
-4. Tope ends of unused wires to prevent shorts.
5. Replace flasher to complete installation.

Stop light
Sw11ch

NOTE: FLASHER AND FLASHER CONNECTOR
ARE NOT INOUDED WITH SWITCHES.
USE VSM 9116 CONNECTOR AS·
SEMILY WHEN REQUIRED.
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how to wire VSM 902
and VSM 903 Switch
1 _ Mount switch on steering column as shown
above.
2. Remove flasher from harness during wiring.
Replace ofter wiring hos been completed and
checked.
3. W,re as indicated in accompanying diagram.
-4. Replace flasher to complete installation.

NOTE FLASHER AND FLASHER CONNECTOR
ARE NOT INCLUDED WITH SWITCHES.
USE VSM 9186 CONNECTOR
ASSEMIL Y WHEN REQUIRED.
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